
Syracuse spending $1.4 million to update chlorine
systems on water intakes
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By Glenn Coin gcoin@syracuse.com,
syracuse.com

Syracuse, N.Y. -- The city of Syracuse is spending $1.4 million to update its
chlorine inputs and zebra mussel control on the pair of water intake pipes in
Skaneateles Lake.

A city spokeswoman says the work was scheduled before last fall's outbreak of
toxic algae that infiltrated the pipes.

"These facilities are reaching the end of their useful life, and replacement is
necessary to protect the city's water source and maintain a safe operating
system," spokeswoman Tory Russo said in an email.

Construction crews are replacing
zebra mussel control and
chlorination feed systems at
Syacuse's water treatment
intakes on Skaneateles Lake.
(Glenn Coin |
gcoin@syracuse.com)
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The systems were last replaced in 1991, Russo said, and they have a useful life of
20 to 30 years.

Construction work is being done at the gate house on the south shore of
Skaneateles Lake and at the ends of the two intake pipes, which extend
thousands of feet into the lake.

Zebra mussels, an invasive species believed to be brought to the U.S. in the
ballast water of ships, can grow so thickly they block water intake pipes.

Syracuse is one of a handful of major water systems in the U.S. that does not
filter its drinking water, which is drawn from the pipes in Skaneateles Lake. The
pipes are 25 and 45 feet deep, and last year the toxins from blue-green algae
infiltrated both pipes.

Chlorine added in the pipes and at the gatehouse kept any of the toxins, called
microcystins, from entering the drinking water supply, according to tests
conducted by the state Department of Health.

Contact Glenn Coin: Email | Twitter | Google + | (315) 470-3251
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